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Abstract—Solving the optimal power flow (OPF) in industrial microgrids (IMGs) in presence of plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs) changes the structure of problem to a complex
dynamic OPF (DOPF). The complication is due to energy and
time related constraints of PEVs that requires the complex nonlinear time-coupled DOPF problem to be solved over a long
period of few hours (e.g., 24-h). This paper presents a novel
time-decoupled framework for solving the generation scheduling
problem in IMGs by relaxing the time correlated constraints of
the DOPF. The relaxation is mathematically achieved by replacing the time-coupled constraints with their corresponding long
term time averages. This will resolve the time coupling property
of DOPF and results in a simpler solution approach. The relaxed
DOPF problem can be solved in independent time periods while
considering other constraints such as PEVs and security constraints of OPF as well as factories constraints. To examine the
effectiveness of the proposed method, different simulation scenarios have been applied to an 18-bus IMG consisting of PEVs
and 12 factories with electrical and thermal loads as well as
combined heat and power systems.
Index Terms—Time-decoupled, dynamic optimal power flow,
industrial microgrid, plug-in electric vehicle (PEV).

N OMENCLATURE
i, j
k
l
t
bi,t
bmax
i
Cost
Costbi,t

Bus indices.
Vehicle index.
Thermal group index.
Time interval index.
Heat generation of boiler of the factory connected to bus i at time interval t (kW).
Maximum output of the boiler of the factory
connected to bus i (kW).
Cost imposed on IMG ($).
Cost of generating heat via boiler at the
factory connected to bus i at time interval
t ($).
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CostCHP
i,t

Cost of generating electricity with CHP
system at the factory connected to bus i at
time interval t ($).
Thermal power required by group l at time
Dth
l,t
interval t (kW).
Electricity price at time interval t in the
ept
upstream network ($/kWh).
V
Energy stored in vehicle k at the end of time
Ek,t
interval t (kWh).
Energy discharged from vehicle k at the end
EdVk,t
of time interval t (kWh).
Battery energy capacity of vehicle k (kWh).
EkV,max
Real and imaginary elements in the ith
Gij , Bij
row and jth column of node admittance
matrix (mho).
gp
Gas price ($/kWh).
buy
Purchased electricity by the IMG from the
gridt
upstream network at time interval t (kW).
Electricity sold to upstream network by the
gridsell
t
IMG at time interval t (kW).
E(x)
Expected value of random process x.
Preferred plug-out time of PEV k.
tpo,k
Number of intervals with high electricity
HPno
price
High electricity price ($/kWh).
HPprice
Number of intervals with low electricity price
LPno
LPprice
Low electricity price ($/kWh).
N
Number of buses.
Operation and maintenance variable cost of
OM CHP
i
CHP system in the factory connected to bus
i ($/kWh).
Overall Cost Overall cost during the schedule period ($).
Active power generation via CHP system of
P CHP
i,t
the factory connected to bus i at time interval
t (kW).
Total active load power at bus i at time
PD
i,t
interval t (kW).
Active power of the factory connected to bus
PFi,t
i at time interval t (kW).
Power between buses i and j at time interval
Sij,t
t (kW).
Maximum limit of power flow between buses
Sijmax
i and j (kW).
min
,
P
Maximum and minimum active power of
Pmax
i
i
CHP system of the factory connected to bus
i (kW).
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PV.ch
i,k,t
PV.ch,max
k
Q CHP
i,t
QD
i,t
QFi,t
min
Qmax
i , Qi

Revenue
SC
T
thl
Vi,t
Vimax , Vimin
αiCHP
θij,h
ηib
ηiCHP
ηkV
πlp
πhp
t

Power charge of vehicle k located at the
factory connected to bus i at time interval
t (kW).
Maximum power charge of vehicle k (kW).
Reactive power generation via CHP system
of the factory connected to bus i at time
interval t (kVAr).
Total reactive load power at bus i at time
interval t (kVAr).
Reactive power of the factory connected to
bus i at time interval t (kVAr).
Maximum and minimum reactive power of
CHP system of the factory connected to bus
i (kVAr).
Revenue of IMG ($).
Sell coefficient.
Number of intervals.
lth group of factories that can exchange heat
between themselves.
Voltage of bus i at time interval t (V).
Maximum and minimum limits of voltage at
bus i (V).
Waste heat factor of CHP system of the
factory connected to bus i.
Phase angle difference between nodes i and
j at hour h (radian).
Efficiency of boiler of factory connected to
bus (%).
Electric efficiency of CHP system of the
factory connected to bus i (%).
Battery charging efficiency of vehicle k (%).
Charging probability in low price interval.
Charging probability in high price interval.
Optimization time interval (hour).

I. I NTRODUCTION
NDUSTRIAL parks with high level of electrical and thermal generations and consumptions are good candidate for
establishment of industrial microgrids (IMGs). Generation
of electricity in IMGs usually relies on combined heat and
power (CHP) systems. This type of technology captures the
waste heat acquired from electricity generation and uses it
for heating purposes in IMGs [1]. Several types of CHP technologies such as natural gas engine, micro turbines and gas
turbine are utilized in IMGs. These types of technologies have
some good operational characteristics such as high ramp rate,
fast start up and fast shutdown rate [2]–[8]. Beside the heat
produced from CHP systems, boilers usually are installed in
factories of IMGs for generation of thermal energy.
The rapid grow of plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs) in
domestic and commercial areas and their advantages may lead
to their utilizations in industrial regions and IMGs. Since
PEVs in IMGs are mostly large and heavy vehicles (e.g., lift,
picker, delivery and bucket trucks), charging the their largesize batteries may have significant impacts on the operation
and scheduling of the IMG electrical network [4].
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Reference [9] has reviewed the optimization methods of
PEV scheduling and introduced many charging strategies with
detailed comparisons of their formulations, objective functions
and constraints. Reference [10] has studied some literatures
on PEVs charging/discharging management methods and classified them to the decentralized and centralized approaches.
In the decentralized approaches [11]–[13], each PEV makes
charging and discharging decisions based on its knowledge of
the local distribution/residential network operating conditions.
These approaches are usually simple with low complexity
and their computational costs are lower than the centralized
methods [10]. So, application of decentralized approaches is
suitable for large scale systems with large numbers of PEVs.
In the centralized methods, the aggregator or the
microgrid controller (MGC) is responsible for PEV charging management and directly controls the charging of each
PEV [4], [14]–[20]. Reference [20] has studied the effect of
discharging/charging management of PEV fleets on the generation scheduling and optimal transmission-constrained commitment of units. According to this reference, the coordination
between PEV fleets operation and generation scheduling can
minimize the total cost of system. In [21], fleets of PEVs have
been synchronized with energy resources on the day-ahead
scheduling to minimize the total cost of system while considering the emission constraint. Reference [22] has chosen
a similar approach to coordinate three aggregators (demand
response, PEV and wind aggregators) via independent system
operator (ISO). In this approach, ISO dispatches power based
on the information collected from aggregators. In [22], the
PEV aggregator manages the vehicles by maintaining their
charging information. An online fuzzy algorithm for charging the PEVs in the smart grid network is presented in [23]
that will reduce the grid loss and cost of electricity generation
while controlling network operation criteria.
Reference [24] suggests a multistage MGC to manage
islanded microgrids considering vehicle charging that coordinates output of the distributed generations (DGs), amount
of load shedding and charging/discharging of PEVs. Due to
time and energy related constraints (related to PEV charging/discharging) in the formulation of [24], the optimization
problem should be solved in a time horizon. In the other
word, each time slot cannot be solved independently which
will considerably increase the complexity of problem. The
main focus of [25] is the modeling of PEV aggregators by
using the distribution pattern of PEVs while considering the
dynamic process of storing the energy in the batteries. After
this modeling, a security constrained unit commitment (SCUC)
problem has been solved to coordinate the PEV aggregators
and wind generations. The chief limitation of both coordination methods suggested in [24] and [25] is the requirement to
solve the optimization problem during a long time horizon
(e.g., 24 hours).
Derakhshandeh et al. [26] have recently presented a profitbased SCUC formulation for IMGs that coordinates renewable distributed energy resources (DERs) and PEV charging.
Derakhshandeh et al. [4] have also proposed a dynamic optimal power flow (DOPF) approach for combined coordination
of CHP systems and PEV charging in IMGs. The schedule
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period in [4] and [26] is 24 hours and due to time and energy
related constraints of PEVs, the scheduling problem cannot
be independently solved at each time period (e.g., one or half
an hour). Reference [27] has presented a decomposition technique for solving the DOPF problem and attempts to decouple
the energy-related constraints using the indirect dual-dual and
primal-dual decomposition methods for applications in the distributed message passing algorithms. However, this method is
only suitable for purely resistive power systems.
This paper presents a novel time-decoupled framework to
solve the generation scheduling problem in IMGs by relaxing the time correlated constraints of the DOPF. In the
proposed relaxed DOPF (RDOPF) formulation, the timecoupled constraints are replaced by their long term time
averages. Therefore, the problem is simplified and easily
solved in independent time periods. The effectiveness and
accuracy of the proposed RDOPF is demonstrated on an IEEE
18-bus IMG that includes 12 factories with electrical and
thermal loads as well as different types of PEVs and CHP
technologies.
The paper will proceed with Section II presenting a brief
review of DOPF formulation for IMGs. Sections III and IV
introduce the method of relaxation of time-coupled constraints and the proposed time-decoupled RDOPF, respectively.
Sections V and VI present the IMG test system and simulation
results followed by the conclusion.

approach is mathematically derived and used for the DOPF
formulation.
B. Formulation of DOPF in an IMG With PEVs
Replacing the fossil fueled vehicles with PEVs can help to
reduce emissions, increase energy security and improve fuel
economy. Based on [24], the penetration levels of PEVs are
expected to significantly increase in commercial, residential
and industrial regions in the near future. In addition to the
light vehicles, there are also large and heavy vehicles such
as bucket, lift, picker and delivery trucks in industrial parks
and IMGs. Electrification of these heavy vehicles will require
batteries with large charging rates and capacities that could
have great impacts on scheduling and operation of IMGs.
Time and energy related constraints of PEVs change the
structure of generation scheduling in IMGs to a time-coupled
optimization problem. Reference [4] solves the resultant timecoupled DOPF problem over a 24-hours period [4]. The
objective of the DOPF is to minimize the overall cost of
acquiring electric and heat requirements of factories which
are located in the IMG.
1) Objective Function:
Minimize {Overall Cost = Cost − Revenue}
(1)
N 
N 
T
T
T



buy
CostCHP
Costbi,t +
eph ∗ gridt
Cost =
i,t +
i=1 t=1

i=1 t=1

t=1

(2)
II. I NDUSTRIAL M ICROGRIDS AND F ORMULATION
OF DOPF IN P RESENCE OF P LUG -I N
E LECTRIC V EHICLES

where:


CostCHP
i,t

=

A. Industrial Microgrids
The definition and main concepts of IMGs are presented
in [1], [4], and [26]. IMGs are usually formed in industrial
parks with cooperation of factories which are equipped with
CHP systems. Factories in an IMG have electric loads and
some of them may need thermal energy for their production
processes. The thermal energy can be obtained through the
boilers or waste heat of CHP systems’ exhaust.
IMGs can sell/purchase electricity to/from the upstream
network and all of the factories can cooperate in the generation of electricity. The situation is different for cooperation in
generating the thermal needs since only factories in the vicinity of each other can share their thermal generations and these
neighbors form a thermal group [4].
The main characteristics of CHP systems are their fast
startup/shutdown rates and fast ramp rate [5], [6]. So, in contrast to the classical thermal units, CHP systems can be
rapidly turned on and off to improve the factory and/or
system performance [7], [8]. In the other words, scheduling
of this type of generations does not need a time horizon
(e.g., 24 hours) and each time interval can be scheduled independent of its previous and next time intervals [4]. However,
this promising feature could lose its effectiveness in the presence of PEVs since the embedded batteries inside the vehicles
introduce another source of time coupling to the scheduling
problem. To resolve this issue, a new constraint relaxation

bi,t

Costbi,t =
Revenue =

CHP
i,t
ηiCHP

P

ηib
T



∗ gp + P

CHP
i,t

∗ OM CHP
i

(3)

∗ gp

(4)

SC ∗ ept ∗ gridsell
t .

(5)

t=1

In Eqs. (1)-(5), cost consists of costs of electricity generation
by CHP systems, thermal generations of boilers and purchasing electricity from the upstream network. Revenue is achieved
by selling electricity to the upstream network.
2) Problem Constraints:
Vi,t

N




D
Vj,t Gij cos θij,t + Bij sin θij,t − PCHP
i,t + Pi,t = 0 (6)

j=1

Vi,t

N




D
Vj,t Gij sinθij,t − Bij cosθij,t − QCHP
i,t + Qi,t = 0

j=1

PD
i,t

= PFi,t +



PV.ch
i,k,t

(7)
(8)

k∈i
F
QD
i,t = Qi,t


th
αiCHP ∗ PCHP
i,t + bi,t ≥ Dl,t

(9)
(10)

i∈thl

Sij,t ≤ Sijmax
Vimin

≤ Vi,t ≤

(11)
Vimax

(12)
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Pmin
≤P
i

CHP
≤ Pmax
i,t
i
min
CHP
Qi ≤ Q i,t ≤ Qmax
i
max
bi,h ≤ bi
V
V
V
Ek,t
= Ek,t−1
+ ηkV ∗ PV.ch
i,k,t ∗ t − Ed k,t
V.ch,max
PV.ch
i,k,t ≤ Pk
V
Ek,t
≤ EkV,max
V
Ek,t
= EkV,max ∀k & ∀t = tpo,k

(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)

Equations (6)-(7) correspond to the power flow constraints.
Active demand in each bus is the summation of active demand
of the factory and the electric vehicle charging power connected to the bus. Note that no reactive power is required
for vehicle charging (Eqs. (8)-(9)). Constraint (10) states thermal demand in each thermal group should be equal to or
greater than its required heat. Boilers and/or waste heat of
CHP systems acquire this thermal demand.
Constraints of power flow in the network and voltage of
buses are formulated in (11) and (12). Note that the limibuy
are controlled by
tations associated with gridt and gridsell
t
constraint (11). Limits for active and reactive power generation of CHP systems and output of boilers are presented
in (13)-(14) and (15), respectively.
Constraints (16), (17) and (18) correspond to the energy
balance, charge rate and capacity limit of PEVs’ batteries,
respectively. Note that EdVk,t in (16) is not a decision variable.
We have defined this term to have a complete mathematical
model of SOC of PEVs’ batteries. In other words, we have
assumed that all PEVs will be discharged before returning
back to the charging stations for recharging. So, discharging
of energy (EdVk,t ) is not performed at charging stations and
only occurs during the PEV’s trip.
Equation (19) guaranties that each PEV will be fully
charged at its preferred plug-out time [4].
The existence of the time and energy related constraints
(Eqs. (16), (18), and (19)) in the formulation changes the
structure of generation scheduling in an IMG from a few independent OPF problems to a single DOPF problem that can be
solved in a time horizon (e.g., 24 hours). This time-coupled
DOPF optimization is a complex nonlinear programming.
Moreover, the solution procedure requires exact knowledge
about the plug-in times of vehicles and stochastic modeling
of PEVs in IMGs that will introduce further complications.
A thorough investigation to DOPF formulation reveals that
the source of time correlation and complexity is Eq. (16). In
fact, any decision regarding charging scheduling of the PEVs
in one time interval has impact on scheduling decision of all
consecutive intervals. To resolve these issues, we propose to
relax the energy balance constraints of PEVs (Eq. (16)) by
replacing it with its Expected Value. The relaxation procedure
is explained and implemented in the next section.
III. P ROPOSED R ELAXATION OF T IME -C OUPLED
C ONSTRAINTS
A. Constraint Relaxation
As stated in the previous section, the time-coupled constraint of vehicles charging can be relaxed by using the concept
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of expected value. The idea is to assume that vehicle charging is a random process and the corresponding time intervals
are random variables. Consequently, the energy storing in
the vehicle batteries is also a random process. The idea of
incorporating random variables results in:
• More practical PEV and IMG models.
• More realistic and accurate overall solution.
• Reduces the complexity of solution procedure.
• Allows for non-deterministic PEV arrival times, which is
more realistic in practice.
To clarify the idea, we present a simple example scenario.
Example 1: Assume that an electric vehicle is plugged in
and needs 1 hour to be fully charged while the possible charging period is 4 hours. In the other words, the vehicle should
be scheduled to charge for 1 hour within the 4 possible charging hours, say from 2pm to 6pm. Indeed, this vehicle arrives
and requests for charge at the beginning of the period at
2pm. The core idea of the proposed approach is to charge
the vehicle with the probability of 0.25 at each time interval.
Obviously, the expected value of the amount of charge in
4 hours is the same as if it was scheduled to be deterministically plugged in for 1 hour at a specific interval. We will
show (in Eq. (20)-(28)) that this idea can be utilized to replace
the constraint of Eq. (16) by the average of its expected
values.
As Eq. (16) is a recurrence relation, we can rephrase it for
all t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T} as follows,
V
V
V
= Ek,T−1
+ ηkV ∗ PV.ch
Ek,T
i,k,T ∗ t − Ed k,T
V
V
V
Ek,T−1
= Ek,T−2
+ ηkV ∗ PV.ch
i,k,T−1 ∗ t − Ed k,T−1
..
.
..
.
V
V
V
= Ek,1
+ ηkV ∗ PV.ch
Ek,2
i,k,2 ∗ t − Ed k,2

(20)

By summing the above equations, we get:
V
V
V
Ek,T
= Ek,T−1
+ ηkV ∗ PV.ch
i,k,T ∗ t − Ed k,T
+
V
V
V
Ek,T−1
= Ek,T−2
+ ηkV ∗ PV.ch
i,k,T−1 ∗ t − Ed k,T−1
..
+
.
..
.
V
V
V
Ek,2
= Ek,1
+ ηkV ∗ PV.ch
i,k,2 ∗ t − Ed k,2

and the result can be summarized as follows:
V
V
= Ek,1
+ ηkV ∗ t ∗
Ek,T

T

t=2

PV.ch
i,k,t −

T


EdVk,t

(21)

t=2

By finding expected value of (21) while considering expected
value is a linear operation, the following relation is derived:
T
T
 


 V 

 V 

V
V.ch
E Ek,T = E Ek,1 + ηk ∗ t ∗
E Pi,k,t −
E EdVk,t
t=2

t=2

(22)
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where E(.) refers to the expected value of a random process. Eq. (22) is rephrased to change the starting point of the
summations to one,
T



 V 
 V 
= E Ek,1
+ ηkV ∗ t ∗
E PV.ch
E Ek,T
i,k,t
t=1
T
 





−
− ηkV ∗ t ∗ E PV.ch
E EdVk,t + E EdVk,1
i,k,1
t=1

(23)
To realize the long term average, the limit of the terms in
either side of (23) is taken with T → ∞:
 V 
1
lim ET→∞ Ek,T
T
T
 V 
1
1   V.ch 
= lim ET→∞ Ek,1
+ ηkV ∗ t ∗ lim
E Pi,k,t
T
T
t=1
T→∞



1
∗ ηkV ∗ t ∗ E PV.ch
i,k,1
T→∞ T
T

1  V 
1 
− lim
E Edk,t + lim E EdVk,1
T→∞ T
T→∞ T

− lim

(24)

t=1

Note that the maximum amount of energy stored in and discharged from each battery at each time interval is bounded
V , EV ,
by EkV,max as denoted in (18). By this observation, Ek,1
k,T
V
V.ch
E(Pi,k,1 ) and E(Edk,1 ) are always bounded values (could not
be infinite) and thus the corresponding terms to these values in
Eq. (24) would be zero as denominator in the limit approaches
infinity. Therefore, Eq. (24) reduces to (Appendix A):
EdVk = ηkV ∗ t ∗ PV.ch
i,k

(25)

where x denotes the time average of E(x(t)) and is defined
as x = limT→∞ T1 Tt=1 E(x(t)). Since x(t) is considered as
a random process, unlike x, E(x(t)) in general case can be
a function of time t.
The physical interpretation of Eq. (25) which relaxes constraint (16) is that the average stored energy in vehicle k
located at the factory connected to bus i is equal to its average discharged energy. The payoff to this relaxation is that the
overall scheduling problem can be solved at each time interval
independently.
Application of the proposed relaxation approach is to simplify the optimization problem and reduces the number of
equations to only (1)-(15), (17) and (18). In other words, the
PEV constraints will be deleted from the optimization problem
and considered in the vehicle charging strategy by using appropriate probability distribution functions and the concept of
expected value.
An important advantage of the proposed approach in comparison with [4] is the privilege of not requiring any information about the plug-in times of vehicles. In other word,
in [4] and the similar papers, MGC needs to have deterministic or stochastic day-ahead information about the exact status
of each PEV at the charging stations. However, the proposed
approach only needs to be aware of the presence of PEVs at
the charging station at the beginning of each interval and their

preferred plug-out times. As a result, the proposed simplified
approach doesn’t need to consider the stochastic behavior of
the presence of PEVs. Hence, scheduling of PEV charging is
refreshed at the beginning of each time interval.
B. Inclusion of Different Electricity Prices in Charging
Probability Distribution Functions
So far we have exploited the application of random scheduling in charging of PEVs in order to relax the time-coupled
constraints. To do this, we have calculated and assigned
a charging probability to every vehicle at each time interval
using a uniform probability distribution function. However,
considering the variable short-term energy/electricity pricing
practiced at most utilities, the proposed approach is enhanced
to include different electricity prices during a day by using
a non-uniform charging probability distribution function for
scheduling decisions. The probability of charging during the
higher price intervals is defined to be less than the charging
probability during the lower price intervals.
Referring to Example 1, assume that the electricity prices of
two out of four intervals are assigned as Low Price while the
remaining two intervals are assigned as High Price. Given the
value of HPprice is twice that of LPprice , instead of assigning
a uniform distribution, the charging probability in high price
and low price intervals are now set as πhp = 16 and πlp = 26 ,
respectively. The general relation when the electricity price
is categorized into two levels of high price and low price is
defined as follows,
LPprice
LPno ∗ HPprice + HPno ∗ LPprice
HPprice
πlp =
LPno ∗ HPprice + HPno ∗ LPprice

πhp =

(26)
(27)

Equations (26)-(27) are the unique solutions to the following
system of equations,
LPno ∗ πlp + HPno ∗ πhp = 1
πlp
HPprice
πhp = LPprice

(28)

Note that Eqs. (26)-(27) can be easily extended to include
more electricity prices.
Despite of relaxing the PEVs charging from the scheduling problem, using the non-uniform charging probability will
decrease the overall cost as discussed in Section VI-A and
demonstrated in Table III.
IV. IMG G ENERATION S CHEDULING S OLUTION
W ITH PEV S BASED ON P ROPOSED
T IME -D ECOUPLED RDOPF
The proposed generation scheduling formulations of
Eqs. (1)-(15) are coded in GAMS [30] and linked with
the MATLAB codes for the vehicles charging scheduling
of (28). The inputs to GAMS consist of the IMG information such as network structure (Fig. 1), CHPs and boilers data
(Tables A1-A2) and electrical and thermal loads (Fig. 2). The
inputs data to MATLAB includes vehicle information such
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Fig. 2. Electrical and thermal loads of the IMG for a period of one week
(plotted for 7*24*4=672 intervals of t= 15 minutes).
TABLE I
I NFORMATION OF THE PEV S [4]
Fig. 1. The simulated IMG test system [4] based on the IEEE 18-bus distribution network [29]. There are three neighboring groups of factories shown
with pink, green and blue colors.

as PEV and battery types (Table I) as well as the electricity prices at different time intervals. We have also considered
random arrival of PEVs during each period of 24 hours.
At each time interval:
1) The PEV charging probability distribution functions
(Eqs. (26)-(28)) and the PEV charging schedules are
generated in MATLAB. The MATLAB codes are executed to produce the vehicle scheduling vectors following the price based probability distribution function as
described in Eqs. (26)-(28).
2) The output of MATLAB (the generated PEV schedules)
is exported to GAMS codes.
3) Generation scheduling of IMG is performed in GAMS
based on Eqs. (1)-(15). Note that in this structure, T = 1
in Eqs. (2) and (5). Hence, the simple structure of
Eqs. (2), (5) at each time interval ( t) are as follow:
Cost =

N


CostCHP
i, t +

i=1

Revenue = SC ∗ ep

N


Costbi,

t

+ eph ∗ grid

buy
t

i=1
sell
t ∗ grid t .

(2)
(5)

V. T HE IMG T EST S YSTEM W ITH PEV S
The effectiveness of the proposed method is evaluated by
implementing it on the IEEE 18-bus IMG of [4]. Figure 1
depicts the 33kV, 18-bus test system with 12 factories. Each
factory has a CHP system and some factories have boilers
for producing heat for their processes. Three groups of factories are considered and shown with pink, green and blue
colors. Detailed information of CHPs and boilers are presented
in Appendix B (Tables V-VI). Only the neighboring factories can cooperate in producing the heat for their thermal
groups [4]. For example, in Fig. 1 only the factories in group 1

or group 3 (shown with pink and blue colors) are allowed to
cooperate.
As stated in the previous sections, the proposed method
will solve the optimization problem in each time interval
separately. However, to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
approach, we have run the simulations for the period of
one week using time intervals of t= 15 minutes. Therefore,
the problem is solved using 672 separate (independent) time
intervals (7 day*24 hour*4 quarter = 672 intervals). The electricity and thermal loads during the 672 time intervals are
depicted in Fig. 2.
Three types of vehicles (light, heavy and large) are used
in the IMG test system. Each PEV type is divided into two
groups as presented in Table I. Six sizes of PEV batteries
ranging from 2.3 kWh to 200 kWh are considered. The light
and heavy service vehicles refer to their charging stations once
a day while the first and the second groups of the large PEVs
refer to their stations 2 and 3 times a day, respectively. For
simplicity, the state of charge of all PEVs at the plug-in times
is assumed to be 10%. The sell coefficient factor (SC) is 90%
(Eq. (5)). The price of electricity is assumed to be 0.09$/kWh
except at the peak hours (10:00-19:00) which is increased to
0.17$/kWh [4]. The other IMG data are available in [4].
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Fig. 3. Average SOCs of vehicles (Table I) at their preferred plug-out times
generated by conventional DOPF and proposed time-decoupled RDOPF.

Fig. 4. SOC trajectories of 6 typical PEVs (out of total 172 vehicles listed
in Table I) during one day of the week.

VI. S IMULATION R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSIONS
The proposed time-decoupled RDOPF approach for PEVs
charging and generation scheduling is applied to the 18-bus
IMG of Fig. 1 [4]. MGC needs to collect the following data:
• The IMG structure and information.
• The electricity load and the thermal loads for each
thermal group.
• Vehicle information such as their types, battery sizes and
arriving times at the charging stations during the previous
time interval.
• Vehicle requirements such as their requested plug-out
times and the desired corresponding final SOC values.
Simulation results are presented in Figs. 3-5 and Tables II-IV.
A. Comparisons of Simulation Results With Conventional
DOPF Solutions of [4]
To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, its
solutions are presented and compared with those generated by
the conventional time-coupled DOPF method of [4] in Fig. 3
and Tables II-III.
Fig. 3 compares the average state of charges (SOCs) of
PEVs at their corresponding plug-out times based on the conventional DOPF and the proposed RDOPF. The two solutions
are very similar with a maximum error of 8% for the vehicle
group PEV-I2. Simulation results also indicate that the new
RDOPF-based formulation has effectively coordinated charging of all vehicle types such that the SOC of all batteries
are above 90% (Fig. 3). In other word, despite of removing
the time-coupled constraints associated with the stored energy
balances (Eq. (16)), the proposed practical and fast RDOPF
formulation has successfully charged all PEV batteries over
90% (near the requested SOC level of 100%). Figure 4 shows
the SOC trajectories of 6 typical PEVs out of the total 172 simulated vehicles (Table I, column 3) during one day of a week
(96 out of the total 672 simulated intervals).
As an example, the green plots in Fig. 4 show the SOC of
one of the 12 vehicles of type PEV-I2 while Table II shows
its corresponding charging schedule. Note that, this PEV has
referred to its charging station 3 times in the presented day at

7:45 AM (31st interval), 2:45PM (59th interval) and 22:30PM
(90th interval). The preferred plug-out times are 11:30AM
(46th interval), 7:00PM (76th interval) and 3:00AM (the next
day), respectively.
In Table II, the PEV statuses shown with “1”, “0” and
“-” indicate time intervals that the vehicle is “charged”, “not
charged” and “out of charging stations”; while the blue, pink,
yellow and green cells specify intervals of low electricity price,
high electricity price, plug-in times and preferred plug-out
times, respectively. Note that the first charging action for this
vehicle of type PEV-I2 is done in 4 intervals (Table II, column 5, intervals 37 to 40) with 3 intervals during the low
electricity price while only 1 interval is located within the
high price period. This good result is due to the application
of non-uniform charging probability distribution function for
the scheduling decisions (Section III-B).
Table III compares the solutions of the two approaches in
terms of cost, revenue and overall cost (Eqs. (1)-(5)). The net
cost of the IMG computed by conventional DOPF [4] and the
proposed RDOPF approaches are $31419 and $30974, respectively; indicating an error of 1.4%. The small difference is
mainly caused by the cost of PEV charging since some vehicles are not fully charged to the requested SOC of 100% as
shown in Fig. 3. The last column of Table III compares the
cost of PEV charging.
Table IV highlights the main advantages of the proposed
approach. As explained in previous sections, the new timedecoupled RDOPF formulation will considerably simplify the
PEV coordinated charging procedure and generation scheduling by reducing the number of equations and variables in the
optimization problems. For example for T=672, the number of
equations is reduced by 18.2% (from 99,330 to 81,312) and the
number of variables is tremendously deceased by 77.3% (from
299,075 to 67,872) as reported in Table III. Due to the removal
of time-coupled constraints from the DOPF resulting in significant reductions in the number of equations and variables,
the calculation time of proposed RDOPF is reduced by about
44.8% (Table IV; last row, columns 2 and 4). Another major
advantage is that RDOPF does not require any data about the
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Sensitivity of vehicles’ SOCs at their preferred plug-out times (RDOPF solutions) to the time interval Δt.
TABLE II
C HARGING S CHEDULING OF PEV-I2 IN F IG . 4

TABLE III
C OMPARISONS OF O PTIMAL P ROBLEM S OLUTIONS (E Q . (1)) U SING
C ONVENTIONAL DOPF [4] AND P ROPOSED RDOPF

TABLE IV
P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISON OF THE T IME -C OUPLED DOPF [4] AND
THE P ROPOSED T IME -D ECOUPLED RDOPF A PPROACHES

plug-in times of the PEVs since this information will be added
to the PEV charging program after each PEV is plugged-in at
the charging station.
In summary, from the MGC point of view, the proposed
RDOPF can significantly reduce the complexity of the optimization problem (Table IV). On the other hand, from the
vehicle owners (factories in IMG) point of view, the RDOPF
can only guaranty near full charge (but not necessarily full
charge) conditions of their PEVs at their preferred plug-out
time (Fig. 3).

Figure 5 compares the calculated vehicle SOCs for time
intervals of 5, 10, 15, 20 and 30 minutes. As expected, the
accuracy of solutions is increased for smaller values of Δt.
The main advantage of the proposed RDOPF approach
compared with conventional DOPF formulation is its simple,
fast and time-decoupled nature (Table IV) allowing selections
of small time intervals without significantly increasing the
computing time.
Note that the duration of time intervals should be selected
based on the characteristics of the CHP systems installed at
the IMG. As an example, if the maximum start-up/shut-down
time of CHP systems is 5 minutes, MGC should select the
duration of time intervals equal or greater than 5 minutes.

B. Sensitivity of RDOPF Solutions to Time Interval (Δt)
The performances of RDOPF approach depend on the
selected length of time interval. Therefore, there is a tradeoff
between solution accuracy and the number of required optimization problems that should be solved for small and large
values of Δt as demonstrated in Fig. 4.

VII. C ONCLUSION
The inclusion of time-coupled PEV battery charging constraints changes the structure of IMG generation scheduling to
a dynamic problem. The more complicated nonlinear scheduling formulation needs to be solved over long periods of few
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hours that will significantly increase the computing time. To
resolve the issue, we have proposed and implemented a simple and practical time-decoupled RDOPF approach based on
the concept of expected value to relax the PEV time-coupled
constraints. The innovations of proposed RDOPF-based timedecoupled IMG generation scheduling and its main advantages
compared to the conventional time-coupled DOPF method
of [4] are:
• Relaxation of the time-coupled PEV charging constraints
to simplify problem structure and execute IMG generation
scheduling using independent time intervals.
• Consideration of different electricity prices during a day
by incorporating non-uniform charging probability distribution functions for PEVs (Section III-B).
• Consideration of random PEV plug-in times without
requiring day-ahead information about plug-in times and
performing vehicle charging near requested SOCs at their
corresponding requested plug-out times (Fig. 3).
• Significantly decreasing CPU time by reducing number of variables and equations in optimization problem
(Table IV).
Note that:
• The start-up/shut-down of CHPs are not considered since
their durations are less than the selected minimum time
interval of 5 minutes and their fees are negligible compared to their cost of electricity generation [7].
• Although RDOPF simplifies the DOPF structure, executes
generation scheduling using independent time intervals
and significantly decreases CPU time, it may not be
able to fully charge all batteries to their requested SOCs
(Fig. 3).
A PPENDIX A
D ERIVATION OF E Q . (25)
The appendix provides information on the derivation of
Eq. (25) from Eq. (24) using the concept and definition of
time average.
Equation (24) has six components that can be simplified as
follows.
V ) = 0): This term is zero
Component 1 (lim T1 ET→∞ (Ek,T
because the charging energy at each interval is upper limited
by the battery energy capacity, i.e.,
 V 
V
≤ EkV,max ⇒ 0
≤ EkV,max ⇒ 0 ≤ E Ek,T
0 ≤ Ek,T
 V 
1
1
≤ lim EkV,max = 0
≤ lim ET→∞ Ek,T
T
T
T→∞

 V 
1
⇒ lim ET→∞ Ek,T
= 0.
T

V ) = 0): This term is also
Component 2 (lim T1 ET→∞ (Ek,1
zero for the same reasons mentioned for component 1.
T
V.ch
V
Component 3 (ηkV ∗ t ∗ lim T1
t=1 E(Pi,k,t )T→∞ = ηk ∗

t ∗ PV.ch
i,k ): The reason that this term is NOT zero is that
the number of items in the summation is T, and T approaches
infinity while t is constant. This is definition of time average
V.ch
and thus we have lim T1 Tt=1 E(PV.ch
i,k,t )T→∞ = Pi,k .

TABLE V
I NFORMATION OF THE CHP S YSTEMS [4]

TABLE VI
I NFORMATION OF THE B OILERS [4]

Component 4 (limT→∞ T1 ∗ηkV ∗t ∗E(PV.ch
i,k,1 )=0): This term
V.ch,max
is zero because 0 ≤ PV.ch
≤
P
⇒
i,k,1
k


1  V.ch 
V.ch,max
0 ≤ E PV.ch
E Pi,k,1
≤
P
⇒
0
≤
lim
i,k,1
k
T
T→∞
1  V.ch 
V.ch,max
= 0 ⇒ lim E Pi,k,1 = 0.
≤ lim Pk
T→∞
T
T→∞

(limT→∞ T1

T
V
V
t=1 E(Ed k,t )=Ed k ):

Component 5
The reason that this term is NOT zero is that the number of items
in the summation is T, and T approaches infinity. This is the
definition of time average.
Component 6 (limT→∞ T1 E(EdVk,1 ) = 0): This term is also
zero because the discharging energy is upper limited by the
battery energy capacity, i.e.,


0 ≤ EdVk,T ≤ EkV,max ⇒ 0 ≤ E EdVk,T ≤ EkV,max


1
1
⇒ 0 ≤ lim ET→∞ EdVk,T ≤ lim EkV,max = 0
T
T
T→∞



1
⇒ lim ET→∞ EdVk,T = 0
T
Therefore, the two non-zero components (3rd and 5th terms)
of Eq. (24) will compromise Eq. (25).
A PPENDIX B
CHP AND B OILERS PARAMETERS
The information of CHP systems and boilers are presented
in Tables V and VI, respectively [4].
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